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Introduction 
In September, 2015, as St Mary’s Bicentennial Year began, we 

asked parishioners to send us some of their memories of St 

Mary’s over the years. Here they are, ranging back to the 

1930s and covering the ‘reign’ of six Parish Priests. 

Piers Plowright [Parishioner and Editor] 
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ST MARY’S MEMORIES 
Some Bicentennial contributions from parishioners 

past and present at St Mary’s Holly Place 

The Church in the 1930s and 1940s 

In the ‘30s the ceiling was plain and much lower. There 

was a pulpit in the side aisle near the rack for hymn 

numbers. The front pews on that side were shorter. 

There was a Confessional in the Lady Chapel and 

another behind curtains to the right of the altar in St 

Joseph’s Chapel. The organ was very old and had to be 

pumped by hand. Consequently, a loud, rhythmic 

CLUNK-CLUNK was heard throughout the Sung Mass. 

On one occasion I was given the task of pumping. 

Unfortunately, I found it difficult to maintain the 

required pressure on the pump, resulting in the loss of a 

few notes…. 

The Holy Week Services were much longer, including 

the ceremonial Stripping of the Altars on Maundy 

Thursday and the chanting of the Passion [in Latin] on 

Good Friday. 

Because of very strict black-out regulations during 

World War Two, Midnight Mass was celebrated in the 

afternoon of Christmas Eve and the Easter Holy 

Saturday Night ceremonies on Holy Saturday morning 

ending around midday. 

In the 1940s Canon Joseph Geraerts asked my mother to 

embroider a white cloth for the small table in the 

Sanctuary. The border design was grapes [in purple] 
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and green leaves. Sadly, this 

cloth was stolen but my mother 

was also asked to embroider a 

white cloth to tie across the top 

of the altar, the border design 

being in gold. 

I remember General de Gaulle 

attending Mass regularly 

during his exile from Occupied 

France in the 1940s. He was 

staying at 99 Frognal, now 

St Dorothy’s Convent. 

Pamela Marguerite L. Crisp [Still a parishioner] 

Growing up at St Mary’s 1948 -1981 

I was baptised at St Mary’s in 1948 and confirmed there 

ten years later with other boys from St Anthony’s 

School. Throughout my childhood, the Parish Priest was 

Canon Joseph Geraerts. On the eve of Palm Sunday 

1960, the Canon asked me whether I would like to 

become an altar server. This became a turning point in 

my life because I served nearly every Sunday at St 

Mary’s until I left for the seminary in 1981. In fact, 40 

days after the death of Canon Geraerts in 1979, I felt a 

calling to the priesthood. The worst part of that was 

leaving St Mary’s. 

In Canon Geraerts’ time, I can remember the processions 

we used to have on Palm Sunday, proceeding around 

Mount Vernon and then taking the lower pathway 

1. Pamela Crisp 
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down to Holly Hill and returning on the upper pathway. 

Prominent parishioners at this time were Agnes 

Harrison who sat in the front row at the 10 o’clock Mass 

[word was that she used to darn the Canon’s socks], 

Leslie Guy who came all the way from Cricklewood 

Broadway to sing in the choir, Dr June Barclay, who was 

the organist and lived next door at 5 Holly Place, Tom 

Kennedy who used to serve the early Mass and was 

somehow able to fold himself into a ball shape when he 

said the Confiteor, Stephen Theopane who also served 

Mass and was a West Indian conductor on the 24 bus 

route, and Frank Eaton who was the M.C. I can 

remember the day he announced he was having to leave 

Hampstead and asked me to M.C. the Sung Mass for the 

first time. It was my 16th birthday but nobody knew. 

Canon Geraerts always had a curate. Fr Gunston used to 

come into St Anthony’s School when I was there for 

Religious Instruction. Then there was Fr Robson who 

had had polio and wore a sling. 

When he opened his arms to say ‘Dominus Vobiscum’, 

his arm would come out of the sling; while the server 

said ‘Et cum spiritu tuo’, he would put his arm back in 

the sling. It became part of the ritual of the Mass. He was 

followed by Fr Clayton, a humble priest. He used to take 

us servers out to a café in Heath Street before serving 

practice. Next came Fr John Walsh, a burly Irishman. 

Towards the end of Canon Geraerts’ tenure as Rector, 

lay readers were introduced and I was in the first group 

that were invited to read at Mass. I remember the 
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Canon’s instructions to speak loudly, clearly and slowly 

[there was no microphone then], imagining you were 

speaking to a hard-of-hearing foreigner in the back row. 

I have kept to this principle ever since. 

Canon Geraerts’ final curate was Fr Frank Morrall who 

arrived in March 1969. We did not know at the time that 

he was going to succeed the Canon. With customary 

precision at the end of the 9 o’clock Mass on Easter 

Sunday 1970, he simply said “Over to you, Frank”, and 

we had a new Parish Priest. 

During Fr Morrall’s time, the sanctuary was re-ordered 

according to Second Vatican Council norms and a Parish 

Centre was provided by giving over part of the ground 

floor of the presbytery. The Upper Room was called 

Carmel and the lower area Jacob’s Well. There were 

regular art exhibitions in the Parish Centre and a Parish 

Council was formed. I became part of that and others 

included John Denza, Marilyn Niering, Jan Nasmyth, 

Ann Doody, Audrey Vale, Juliet Hellings, and Anne 

Schneider. 

Processions were introduced at the two convents, both 

having substantial gardens. The May procession was at 

the Marcellina Sisters Convent in Ellerdale Road and the 

Corpus Christi Procession was at St Dorothy’s Convent 

in Frognal. Until Fr Body came in 1976, Fr Morrall had 

no curate, but we were blessed with several deacons of 

religious orders on the way to priesthood: Frank Hoare, 

Donal O’Keeffe and Martin Bourke all became  
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2. Mgr Phelim and Altar Servers, Holy Week 2011 

Columban Fathers and Pat Byrne and Kevin Burrell 

came from the Divine Word Missionaries. 

A big occasion in the history of St Mary’s was on the 8th 

November 1977 when, after 162 years, the church was 

consecrated. Cardinal Hume was the main celebrant but 

Bishop Guazzelli got the time wrong and arrived at the 

Offertory. Fr Tony Howe was M.C. assisted by me. 

Geoffrey Finsberg, the local M.P. and the Mayor were 

present. Austin Winkley, the architect, cemented the 

relics into the altar. 

Getting a call to the priesthood was a marvellous time 

but I was sad that I was leaving the parish I loved so 

much. On Wednesday 16th September 1981, three days 
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before I moved to Allen Hall, there was a special Mass 

with Fr Morrall as celebrant. I handed over the M.C.’s 

reins to Tom McGarry who had that role twice as long as 

I did. But I’ve never forgotten St Mary’s and it’s always 

good to return to what must be the most beautifully 

situated church in the diocese. 

Canon Colin Davies, Rector of The Annunciation Church, 4 

Thirleby Road, Burnt Oak, Edgware 

Priests and People 

Canon Geraerts was a slightly awesome figure, strong, 

forceful, forthright, erudite, and infinitely kind. He was 

typical of Parish Priests of his day, a truly dependable 

shepherd of his flock and much respected by his 

congregation. Here’s an example of his masterful 

approach: when the liturgy was introduced in the 

vernacular after Vatican II and while his curate was 

celebrating Mass, the Canon marched up and down the 

aisle and at our rather timid, hesitant “and also with 

you” response, he stopped proceedings and got us to 

repeat it as if we meant it, “AND ALSO WITH YOU!!!”. 

In true pantomime fashion we complied. What a 

character! 

His successor, Fr Morrall, though an equally caring 

pastor, was of wholly different material: quiet, 

understated, and totally approachable. He was much 

loved and the children invariably raced up to him and 

flung their arms round him as they arrived. We had 

lessons in a little sunken room on the right of the door as 
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you entered the presbytery, but one fine morning we 

were invited to the inner sanctum of his sitting-room 

where we watched the arrival of Pope John Paul II at 

Heathrow [28th May 1982]. For a couple of hours, both 

adults and children were rapt. 

One of Fr Morrall’s curates – I’ve forgotten his name - 

was badly mugged in the street one night and at the trial 

of his alleged assailants the case went badly against him 

when the very unsympathetic judge said that he must 

expect such things if he insisted on going around in 

woman’s wear [his soutane]! This would have been 

almost amusing if it hadn’t become so tragic, as the 

priest’s health declined sharply and he left St Mary’s, 

dying soon afterwards. 

Among memorable parish moments, I remember getting 

a lift from Pauline [Shirley Valentine] Collins after her 

son had received his first communion at St Mary’s, and 

another actor, Michael Williams [married to Judi Dench, 

living around the corner and a regular parishioner] 

bringing me a box of beautifully coloured tissues after 

his daughter had told him that I had been reduced to 

tears by his performance in the 1979 TV film series, ‘My 

Son, My Son.’ 

Sister Mary Richard C.J. who started taking Catechism 

Classes in 1961 and continued into the late ‘80s. 
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3. Parish Pilgrimage to Verneuil-sur-Avre: 26 June 2016, 

Sainte Madeleine Church. 

Another Remarkable Priest - and his dog 

[extract from The Westminster Record, 

March 1995] 

Perhaps something should be written about the cats and 

dogs in priest’s lives. Articles could be written entitled. 

‘The Dog as Curate’, though some might take too literal 

an interpretation of this title. However, I am sure an 

affable hound can be a great attraction and could 

possibly be better known than its owner. Certainly, in 

Hampstead, Trampas, the pedigree griffon basset of Fr 

Michael Brockie [Parish Priest at St Mary’s Holly Place] 

is well known. He must surely have helped our non-
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Catholic brethren to be aware of the presence of the 

parish priest. For so indeed he is, since 1987, and a good 

job he has done in restoring the church and in general 

making people aware of what a little Georgian gem is 

hidden away in Holly Place. [Much more about Canon 

Michael below]. 

Tales of the Woodgreen Mafia; an Old 

Lag’s revenge? 

During the 1970s and into the early ‘80s I accompanied 

my wife to 1130 Mass every Sunday. The Finney 

brothers, members of my house at Highgate School, 

were the Altar Servers and after Mass we accompanied, 

at speed, the boy’s father, Judge Finney, to the saloon 

bar of the Flask in Flask Walk. 

Room was made at the bar for Jarlath Finney, who, 

drink in hand, recounted to the hushed assembly tales of 

his latest battle in the war against the drug barons of 

North London and the long sentences he handed down 

at Wood Green Crown Court. 

My career took me away from London in 1983 but when 

we returned to London and St Mary’s in 1997 we were 

delighted to re-join Judge Finney’s Sunday Sentencing 

Seminars. These sadly ended two years later when the 

judge died. 

About this time Canon Michael Brockie decided that 

there should be a finger signpost pointing towards St 

Mary’s and I was happy to pay for this as a small 
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testament to Judge Finney. The sign was placed on the 

corner lamp post at the entrance to the cemetery. 

In early 2014 the sign disappeared. Where is it? 

Having made enquiries, we still have no explanation of 

who took it or its current location. I can only suppose 

that some light-fingered former guest of Her Majesty 

found out that the sign-post was a memorial to Judge 

Finney, carted it away and sold it for scrap. 

Is it a coincidence that, with a discount for good 

behaviour, many of the sentences handed down during 

the 1980s are coming to an end just about now? 

Martin Wright 

 

 

4. Mgr Phelim's Mass of Ruby Jubilee of Priesthood, 10 May 

2015. Foreground: Deacon Philip Carol (left) and Mgr Phelim 

Rowland (right). 
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A Happy Accident 

I stumbled upon St Mary’s in 1977 whilst walking with 

friends in Hampstead. I looked in and decided this was 

where I would like to be married. And so it happened in 

1979 when Fr Francis Morrall officiated. He was very 

proud to have a name close to the church’s founder 

Abbé Morel. 

I so loved the church that I decided that I would attend 

Mass there which I still do today after 37 years and only 

four Parish Priests! Oh what joy St Mary’s has brought 

to my life. 

Paul Wenham 

Carrying a Torch 

As a child I remember studying the carved Stations of 

the Cross during long Masses in the 1950s and I realise 

now even more how beautiful they were as I have not 

seen any like it since. I also used to consider at great 

length the tall statue of Our Lady on the right-hand side 

and the dark wooden statue of the Sacred Heart on the 

left hand side. There were Confessions on Saturday 

when I used to go with my brother every two weeks. 

I always preferred to go to the other priest rather than 

Canon Geraerts, who I thought was rather strict. I can 

remember being very impressed the first time I went to 

Christmas Midnight Mass when the tapestry awning 

behind the altar dropped down so dramatically and 

turned from the purple colour of Advent to a wonderful 
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cream pattern on the stroke of midnight as the Gloria 

was proclaimed and all the bells were rung. 

My brother was asked by Canon Geraerts one Easter 

whether he would like to ‘carry a torch’ on the altar. 

This sounded very exciting to me and I used to arrive 

early with him most Sundays; we would walk up from 

West Hampstead. He went into the sacristy to prepare 

and I would sit in the front pew with a lady called 

Agnes Harrison and there was another lady sitting 

behind called Miss Liptrott. I used to enjoy watching the 

altar servers and never dreamt that one day girls would 

be allowed to do the job. Nor could I have imagined that 

females could one day enter the church without a hat. 

Yes I had many…berets and straw hats and also black 

and white mantillas. 

St Mary’s has played a big part in key moments of my 

life. I was baptised there on 4 May 1952 and many years 

later my daughter was baptised there too. I was married 

by Fr Frank Morrall on 18 January 1980 in the small lady 

chapel and much more recently my daughter was also 

married in St Mary’s. Her priest was my brother, the 

altar server who had now become a priest. 

Crista Steele [née Davies] 

A Golden Age 

We became parishioners of St Mary’s in 1959 after we 

were married and moved into Hampstead. Since then 

two of our children and three of our grandchildren have 
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5. Bicentenary Closing Mass, 11 September 2016. Left to 

right: Fr Julien Palcoux, Mgr Phelim Rowland, Cardinal 

Vincent Nichols. 

been baptised, and two of our children and a 

granddaughter married, there. 

During those 56 years, the church has welcomed three 

Canons [Canon Joseph Geraerts, Canon Michael Brockie 

and Canon Daniel Cronin] numerous priests including 

Father Francis Morrall, and we are now blessed with 

Monsignor Phelim Rowland, whose spiritual guidance 

and good humour are exemplary. He it was who 

organised the wonderful tabernacle which now stands 

on the altar. 

One incident we recall happened during early morning 

Mass when a huge slab of marble measuring roughly 15 
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feet by 2 feet slid off the Our Lady side of the altar. 

Miraculously and by the Grace of God no-one was hurt, 

the marble was unbroken and later reattached. 

Sheila and Eric McQuaid 

A Near-Miss [From The Holly News, St 

Mary’s Parish Magazine, Whitsun 1986] 

The ten o’clock Mass on Sunday 20th April could have 

ended in tragedy as one of the large marble slabs above 

the sanctuary came crashing down, narrowly missing 

the servers. There was no warning. 

The Mass had just reached the Preface when the marble 

facing high up on the left at the front of the sanctuary, 

suddenly collapsed and crashed to the ground beside 

Paul Denza. 

Luckily the main mass fell onto the plinth below, 

causing serious damage to it, but missing Paul by inches, 

as he jumped out of the way. He was injured only 

slightly when the slab caught him on the shoulder after 

bouncing, but was visibly shocked. Before the dust had 

settled, Fr Morrall and Tom McGarry had rushed to his 

side, while others looked anxiously upwards from the 

safety of the centre of the sanctuary in case more was to 

come. Then while some began removing the debris, Fr 

Morrall led a prayer of thanks that no one had been 

killed or badly injured, and Mass was eventually able to 

continue. 
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The Denza Family at St Mary’s 

John [see below] and Eileen Denza and their family have 

been involved with St Mary’s since the late 1950s. John 

came from a distinguished Italian family – his 

grandfather Luigi was the composer, among many other 

songs, of the very popular Funiculi Funicula, composed 

to celebrate the opening of the funicular railway up 

Vesuvius, and a friend of Tosti and Puccini. His father 

was the last Mayor of Hampstead and a Camden 

Councillor for many later years. 

John and Eileen’s children, Antonia, Mark, and Paul, 

were all baptised and made their first communion at St 

Mary’s, and were also servers there. Antonia was 

married in the church, and all three played a large part 

in its musical life, Mark for seventeen years being 

organist and director of music. 

John himself was a tower of strength, acting for a long 

period as the church’s accountant and treasurer, as well 

as being a wonderfully distinct reader at the 8.30 Sunday 

Mass. On the 20th May 2001, he, alongside parishioners 

Tom McGarry [see above and below], Rita Joyce, and 

Sister June Sadler [see below], was awarded a Papal 

Benemerenti medal. His Requiem Mass at St Mary’s on 

the 11th March 2016 was a splendid affair in a packed 

church. The music from his own choice of Mozart’s 

Requiem, was very much a family affair organised by 

his son, Mark and with organist and singers including 

his son-in-law Ian and two of his grandchildren. His  
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6. Canon Michael Brockie and Papal Benemerenti Medal 

recipients, 20 May 2001. Left to right: John Denza, Rita Joyce, 

Canon Michael Brockie, Sister June Sadler, Tom McGarry. 

other children, Paul and Antonia, read the lessons, the 

homily was preached by Canon Michael Brockie, and 

the eulogies were spoken by John’s sister Vanessa, and 

Piers Plowright. 

Eileen Denza and Piers Plowright 

Dancing Shepherds 

I love a lot about the fabric of our church especially the 

lightness and airiness of the marbling, frescoes, pillars 

and windows, but my chief delight is part of the modern 

Nativity mosaic in the Lady Chapel to the left of the 

altar. 
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At Christmas, I find that the portrayal of joy in the 

lightness of step of the dancing, instrument-playing, 

shepherd procession, skips out the message, “Rejoice! 

We have good news. We are saved at last. Let’s 

celebrate!” 

I have always thought a photo showing the detail of 

these men would make a lovely Christmas card – as, of 

course, would our gently strong atmospheric crib. 

Mary Munoz-Ramos 

Mint Sauce for the Cardinal 

I was involved in many aspects of Parish Life from 1984 

to 2007. I suppose the most memorable for me was 

cooking lunch with Anne Schneider for Cardinal Basil 

Hume on one of his visits to St Mary’s in Canon 

Brockie’s time. He was such a charming man and he 

came and chatted to us in the kitchen, and at every 

opportunity during the meal. He had the gift of making 

one feel special and was such a gracious guest. 

However, I made one faux pas, forgetting to serve the 

home made mint sauce with the lamb – it was left on the 

side table in the dining room and I only realised this as I 

was serving the dessert of poached pears and crème 

caramel. “Anyone for mint sauce – at this late stage?” I 

asked. 

Eileen Van Driel 
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A Very Special Communion 

My daughter Emma has profound learning difficulties: 

autism, epilepsy, and no communication skills. When 

she was 21, Canon Michael Brockie got permission from 

the Cardinal to confirm her on the day she made her 

first communion. 

Canon Michael came to my home every Saturday 

afternoon for six weeks to prepare Emma helped by two 

nuns from St Joseph’s. The Cannon showed a lot of 

humility and commitment in making such a great effort 

for Emma to receive the two sacraments. Parishioners 

Eileen Wicking, Erna Muller [sadly both dead now] and 

Anne Schneider were also present each week and were 

Emma’s sponsors at the Confirmation. 

On the day itself, Emma’s dad and step-mother flew in 

from the USA to witness this wonderful and emotional 

occasion at St Mary’s. As one parishioner pointed out to 

me afterwards, there wasn’t a dry eye in the church. 

Eileen Van Driel 

Incense, Exile, and Other Matters 

I have memories of St Mary’s going back to when I was 

a pupil at St Anthony’s School in the late ‘50s until I left 

London in 2004. 

At weekday Masses for St Anthony’s School there were 

always some boys who seemed to faint or feel faint. I 

think it must have been the effect of the overuse of 
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incense at the Sunday High Mass as I can’t think it 

would have been used mid-week. 

The Parish really came together when we all had to 

move to the nearby Moreland Hall for a few months 

while the church was being repaired [1990ish]. I often 

set out the chairs and kneelers before the 8.30 Mass and 

was very impressed with the way the priests [Canon 

Brockie and Fr Hendry] took it all in their stride. The 

services were beautifully conducted and I don’t think 

the congregation shrunk at all during the disruption.  

 

 

7. The Consistory for the creation of new Cardinals, 

22 February 2014. Foreground, left to right: Canon Robert 

Plourde, Cardinal Vincent Nichols, Mgr Phelim Rowland. 
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I was always very impressed when Cardinal Hume 

visited. At one visitation I noticed how well he dealt 

with the press. Just before entering the church he spied 

two journalists, no doubt there because some bishop had 

just been discovered doing something he shouldn’t, and 

he immediately sought them out to answer questions. 

I think it was Ruth Gledhill, the Times Religious 

Correspondent, who likened the queues for Communion 

to traffic on the M25. 

Michael Williams [the other one] 

From ‘The Times’ 28th September 1996 

[reporting on that visit from Cardinal 

Basil Hume] 

The scent of Floris perfume hung heavy in the air as the 

stylishly dressed congregation filled the church to 

bursting-point. In fact, it was so crowded that the 

procession to and from the altar rail during communion 

resembled the M25 in the rush hour. 

My neighbour, the charming Elizabeth Fallon, a 

parishioner for 40 years, noted with pride the arrival of 

local community leaders, a councillor here, a headmaster 

there. But on this day the star was our celebrant, the 

Archbishop of Westminster, Cardinal Basil Hume, 

whose shining white hair beneath the sparkling apse of 

the sanctuary resembled a halo circling his red cardinal’s 

hat. 

Ruth Gledhill 
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A Family Home 

We are ‘lifelong’ parishioners although we spend very 

little time in London or Hampstead these days. 

One of our many memories of St Mary’s is that of our 

son, Andrew. He was a student at St Anthony’s until the 

age of ten when he went off to boarding school. At the 

age of seven, Andrew, on his own initiative, decided 

that after Mass one Sunday he would approach Tom 

McGarry [the M.C.] and Canon Daniel Cronin [the 

Parish Priest] to ask if he could be an altar server.  

 

 

8. Parish Pilgrimage to Verneuil-sur-Avre: 26 June 2016, 

Sainte Madeleine Church. Left to right: Victoria Nicholls, 

Diana Dick, Fr Vincent Docherty, Fr Julien Palcoux, Mgr 

Phelim Rowland. 
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Andrew had not yet received his First Communion, but 

his strength of conviction led the Canon and Tom to ask 

for a dispensation. I think that he therefore became the 

youngest ever altar server at St Mary’s. 

He became a member of the Guild of St Stephen and he 

served faithfully, taking his experience and faith with 

him when he went to boarding school and continuing to 

be an altar server at St Mary’s Glastonbury. 

Andrew’s experience at St Mary’s has shaped him for 

life and he still refers to it as ‘home’. Indeed it’s still 

‘home’ for all of us. 

James, Jane, and Andrew Lockhart 

Transatlantic Connections 

We felt a special connection with St Mary’s the first time 

we came to Mass. The beautiful decoration surrounding 

the altar, the hand-carved Jesus and Mary statues 

watching over the congregation, and the warm welcome 

from Mgr. Rowland, all made us feel at home. The size 

of St Mary’s is in stark contrast to the expansive church 

we left in the US, but the holiness of the place and the 

strength of the congregation are just as big. 

Our connection with St Mary’s has grown deeper over 

the years. Both of our children were baptised by Mgr. 

Rowland in the church, we have helped prepare a 

number of couples for marriage within its walls, and we 

have made a number of friends within the Parish. We 

thank God for bringing us here and we hope the church 
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will stand and continue to be a pillar of faith and 

community in Hampstead for at least another 200 years. 

Robert Wartchow 

A Funeral for a Polish Knight 

On the 27th January 2012 St Mary’s held its first funeral 

according to the ceremonial obsequies for a Polish 

Knight of Malta. 

A much-loved and widely respected Hampstead doctor, 

Doctor Andrew Meeson-Kielanowski was a Knight of 

Grace and Devotion for the Sovereign Military Order of 

the Knights of Malta. He had also been a faithful 

member of St Mary’s congregation for many years. 

It was a magnificent occasion and the Mass was 

attended by dignitaries from the Polish Embassy, fellow 

Knights dressed in their formal choir dress, patients, 

colleagues, family, and many friends, and was co-

celebrated by Rev. Monsignor Phelim Rowland and Rev. 

Monsignor Canon De Wladyslaw Wyszowadzki. 

For the evening vigil of the funeral, the coffin was laid 

directly at the foot of the altar on the floor. This position 

signifies the belief that whatever accolades may have 

been afforded in life, all are humbled before the Lord in 

death. It was orientated so that the foot of the coffin was 

nearest to the altar, so the deceased faces the altar and, 

by inference, the Almighty. 

The coffin was simply draped with the Sovereign 

Order’s flag – a plain white cross on a red background. 
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On either side, a 

pair of acolyte 

candles were laid 

horizontally, 

extinguished; 

symbolising the 

extinguishing of 

life. 

A plain navy 

velvet pillow was 

placed on a small 

stool to the side of 

the coffin, on 

which Dr 

Meeson’s medals 

were arranged. 

These included 

The Polonia 

Restituta Cross, The Pro Memoria Medal, The Polish Ex-

combatants Association Cross of Valour and The 

distinguished Pro Merito Melitensi Cross. 

The coffin lay in the church overnight and until the 

funeral Mass next morning. 

At the end of the Mass, after the blessing, the Sovereign 

Order’s prayer, ‘Ave Crux Alba’, was sung by all the 

Knights and Dames present. 

9. Dr Andrew Meeson’s coffin. 
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As a final salute, The Knights then assembled, facing 

each other, on either side of the exit from the church as 

the coffin was carried out to the funeral carriage. 

Dr Andrew Meeson's family 

Looking Back at St Mary’s 

I ‘re-joined’ the Roman Catholic Church in 1990, having 

been baptised a Catholic, but then drifting. My mother 

had gone to Mass at St Mary’s sporadically in my 

childhood [she’s buried near the top gate of the Holly 

Place Burial Ground] and I occasionally went with her in 

the 1950s. I remember the fiery Canon Geraerts who 

used to patrol the aisle during Mass, keeping a not 

entirely gentle eye on his flock, and there were plenty of 

people who witnessed General de Gaulle’s Sunday 

appearances in St Mary’s during the Second World War 

– he was leading the Free French from Frognal. There 

were some too who remembered Graham Greene’s first 

marriage there on the 15th October 1927. 

I immediately loved the exterior and interior of the 

church: I felt in Spain or Italy, not France, and certainly 

not London. But it’s the people who stood out then and 

still do. There was Eleanor Farjeon, writer, memoirist, 

and great friend of the poet Edward Thomas, a Catholic 

convert who looked like Mrs Tiggywinkle and was the 

most infectious and generous of friends. She usually 

went to the 1130 High Mass which suited her love of 

ritual and music. She’s also buried at the top of the 

burial ground not far from the poet Sara Jackson, who 
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loved St Mary’s – she lived nearby and fed every cat in 

the neighbourhood – and found much comfort there 

during the slow death from throat cancer of her husband 

Stephen. 

When my wife, Poh Sim, and I were received into the 

Church in 1990, it wasn’t in St Mary’s, which was having 

its make-over, but in the gymnasium of Hampstead 

Parochial School next to the Everyman Cinema. Canon 

Michael Brockie received us and our sponsors were the 

writers Neville and June Braybrooke. It was a moving 

occasion, even if the smell of gym-shoes and floor polish 

drowned out the incense, but it was good to be back in 

St Mary’s when it reopened in all its splendour. And 

again it was the people who made us welcome and 

whom we gradually got to know that I remember: 

Canon Brockie himself [with his beloved dog Trampas], 

wise, drily witty, and a dazzling spectacle at the Church 

Summer Garden party in straw boater and striped 

regatta-style blazer; the Denza family [see above], led by 

John-of-the-beautiful voice [both as singer and reader], 

Church Treasurer and Accountant, who could be 

astringent and politely combative. I remember, after one 

8.30 Sunday Mass, a woman coming up the hill shouting 

“Down with the Catholic Church!”; most of us 

pretended not to notice, but John walked smartly over to 

her, stretched out a hand, and said “on what particular 

grounds, Madam?” The woman moved on, swiftly and 

silently, uphill towards the house where Robert Louis 

Stevenson had lived; Sister June Sadler from St 
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Dorothy’s Convent, small and neat, with a lovely, soft, 

what-I-took-to-be Morningside, accent, who devoted her 

life to making St Mary’s beautiful; Sister Jo from Malta, 

another St Dorothyian, always cheerful, who still makes 

the steep climb every Sunday to early Mass. Talking of 

St Dorothy’s, I must also mention the long-standing 

superior Sr Pauline, who gave so much of her time and 

energy to the life of the parish and died in 2016, whose 

place has been taken by Sr Doris. Sr Tessie is a vital 

support to our parish, as she acts as sacristan and 

ensures that everything in the church is ship-shape and 

Bristol fashion! We are fortunate, too, to have the Sisters 

of St Marcellina, an Italian order who have also given so 

much to St Mary’s over many years, not least the 

immaculate altar linen! Eileen Van Driel who always 

looked as if she’d just stepped out of the pages of Vogue 

while managing to take care of church decoration, social 

occasions, the Sunday evening ‘Contact Club’ and, on 

occasions, Canon Michael’s kitchen – often helped by the 

splendid and uncomplaining Anne Schneider; Heidi 

Corsi, brilliant organiser of Parish dinners, garden 

parties, and church flowers - another woman who 

always looked and looks impeccably elegant; as does 

Diana Dick, the church’s historian and very efficient 

Chair of the Bicentennial Committee; Rita and Martin 

Joyce [Rita, like John Denza and Dr Andrew Meeson, 

had been awarded a Papal Benemerenti medal] a 

wonderfully warm couple who made Poh Sim and me 

very welcome when we ‘joined’ St Mary’s; Tom 

McGarry, Master of Ceremonies at the 10 o’clock Sunday 
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Mass until 2014, the gentlest of men with the gentlest of 

Irish voices; Dr Andrew Meeson [see above], so sadly 

missed, with whom I used to take the 8.30 collections 

and, because Andrew was a perfectionist, performed a 

kind of weekly dance, trying to get, and keep, in step 

with each other as we carried the collection plates [later 

bags] up to the altar steps; and Tom the postman who 

sat near the back of the church, always producing a 

tenner for the plate but insisting on taking a fiver in 

change, which I found hugely embarrassing because it 

looked as if we running a syndicate financed by the 

collection. 

Then there were Arthur Bannerjee, Tagore scholar, and 

busy on a book that would provide a new philosophical 

basis for belief in God – I read some of his Tagore 

translations at his Requiem Mass - and Mary Muller, 

who wore a black mantilla in church and looked 

astonishingly severe, until she opened her mouth, when 

she was funny, erudite, and open-minded. And, of 

course, Christopher, the homeless man, who would 

attend the 8.30 am Mass on a Sunday, murmuring 

throughout like a gentle Irish stream, going up for 

communion and then waiting outside to murmur on to 

anybody who would listen. It was hard to make sense of 

what he said but it had a kind of wild poetry like 

Lucky’s speech in Samuel Beckett’s ‘Waiting For Godot’. 

Of the clergy, apart from those distant memories of 

Canon Geraerts, and much more sustained and benign 

ones of Canon Michael Brockie, I remember Father 
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10. Bicentenary Closing Mass, 11 September 2016. 
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Michael Hendry who’d ‘come over’ from the Anglicans 

and whom we called ‘Speedy’ because he got through 

the 8.30 Mass in 20 minutes and didn’t believe in 

homilies. When he did preach, his favourite phrase was 

“And it’s true for you and it’s true for me.” Father 

Richard Leonard who was Australian and dashing with 

a beautiful singing voice, whose homilies were 

memorable, and who was doing a course on film-

making at the London Film School. [He’s since written a 

number of best-selling books on prayer, suffering, and 

religion in the Movies, and is a regular contributor to the 

Tablet]; Father James Hanvey, another Jesuit [now 

Master of Campion Hall Oxford] and another film buff, 

who managed in his homilies to put over complex ideas 

in simple, short, and heart-opening, ways; and a tall 

young Hungarian priest, Father Joseph Gabor, also 

writing a PhD. He was the only priest who was 

sometimes able to join a group of us who meet after the 

8.30 Sunday Mass in Gail’s [more recently Café Rouge] 

for coffee, theology, and gossip, and who took it very 

well when I told him his homilies were too long [the 

oldest and still vigorous member of this group, Rosanna 

McCarthy, was 90 in March 2016]; Canon Danny who 

took over from Canon Michael in the shadow of 9/11, 

had a lovely sense of humour which I remember him 

displaying to great advantage at the Belsize Park 

Synagogue when a group of us from St Mary’s were 

invited to a service there one Saturday. 

I could name lots more people who have made, and 

make, St Mary’s memorable, in particular our present 
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Parish Priest, Monsignor Phelim Rowland, who 

combines the authority of an ex-army Chaplain-General 

with great personal warmth, whose homilies are models 

of thought-provoking brevity, and who has done so 

much to renew St Mary’s both spiritually and physically. 

And when he’s not there, what luck to have visiting 

priests like Fathers Michael, Vincent, and Greg, and to 

know that Brendan, Mary, Mark, and Karen, among 

others, have helped or are helping to keep the place 

‘alive’. 

Not bad either, to see a packed early morning Sunday 

Mass – the one I go to – with so many families, so many 

nationalities, such a range of ages, professions, and 

talents, including the Governor of the Bank of England, 

one of the U.K.’s top stand-up comedians, and a 

drummer who once played for Frank Sinatra and Dame 

Cleo Laine.  

Piers Plowright 
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11. The Sanctuary of St Mary's Church at Christmas, 

with Crib Figures sculpted by Gino Maser 


